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Publications

� Ron Reynolds attended the Mexico meeting on Fabry-Perot Spectroscopy on Large Telescopes,
and presented a poster, "A Large Aperture, Double Etalon Fabry-Perot Spectrometer for the 11m
Southern African Large Telescope (SALT)" (report appended).

� Finished a poster to be presented at the American Astronomical Society meeting in
Washington, DC, January 7-10, 2002, "The Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph for the Southern
African Large Telescope"  Nordsieck, K.H., Burgh E.B., Kobulnicky, H.A., Williams, T.B.,
O'Donoghue, D., Percival, J.W., Smith, M.P.
(to appear in American Astronomical Society Meeting, Vol 199, #102.04)

Optics

� Continuing work with ZEMAX:
- analyzing resolution and centroid  motion with a realistic seeing disk and various slit

widths
- preparation for tolerance/sensitivity analysis

� Continuing contact with instrument scientists/principal investigators of other similar large
telescope instruments to discuss optical manufacturing, procuring, and mounting issues.

Mechanical

� A full-up structural model in IDEAS has been finished.  Flexure results for a structure based on
the Swales design is being reconciled with the Swales NASTRAN flexure results.

� Based on teleconferences with Leon Nel, a new mounting interface philosophy is being tried: 
This interface would be kinematic in X and Y, with a composite braced ring on PFIS which
brings the X and Y loads to two hard points.  The Z loads would continue to be non-kinematic,
supported at 12 points around the ring by the rotator stage.  The rotator stage will now be at the
focal plane, and PFIS would mount directly to it.  The X-Y kinematic mount would
accommodate the thermal differential expansion between the steel rotator ring and the PFIS
composite/Invar structure.

� We have received from Leon a solid model design of the guide stage.  This will be used to
finalize the guide stage mounting interface and the slitviewer optics envelope and mounting.



Activities for the next month

UW:
� Continue with the post-PDR concept design iteration, including

revision of the truss design in cooperation with SALT personnel
investigate weight savings through alternate materials (eg composites)
increasing the fidelity of the weight budget
redesign structure identified as being responsible for the main flexure problems

� Develop a detailed schedule for the optics critical design, including
thermal analysis
mounting tolerance analysis
lens holder / optical fabrication design and fabrication plan
coating strategy

� Continue defining mechanical interface details
mounting ring position
mount point stiffness specifications for the ICD
mechanical envelope in the guider/ slitmask area
method of mounting guider and slitmask optics assembly



Meeting Report

The meeting on "Galaxies: the Third Dimension", was held in Cozumel, Mexico, December 2
through December 7, 2001.  There were approximately 100 participants who presented posters
(41) and/or talks (62).  Content included observations using lens array to fiber, lens array to
grism, and fiber array to slit instruments, observations using F-Ps to study ISM structure and
kinematics in LMC, MW, and other galaxies; ISM theory; performance of optical
superconductor tunnel junctions (STJs) as detectors; an update on the Spain/Mexico/U. Florida
10 m.  There was discussion about the big advantage of tunable filters (e.g., FPs) for integral
field spectroscopy over very wide fields, the limits of STJ performance, and the big advantages
of "charge shuffling" for FP Ly-alpha galaxy searches, for example.

I think that our SALT poster got good exposure. There were no set poster viewing times set aside
for me to field specific questions and comments, but it was located between the meeting room
and the coffee and was up all week. I was asked to give a talk on the WHAM survey, which I did
the evening of the first day.  I used the opportunity to talk very briefly about the SALT FP and to
advertise the poster.  However, I had received no comments or questions on SALT or the PFIS.

Reference to the poster will be "A Large Aperture, Double Etalon Fabry-Perot Spectrometer for
the 11 m Southern African Large Telescope (SALT)", T.B. Williams, K.H. Nordsieck, R.J.
Reynolds, and E.B. Burgh, in the proceedings of Galaxies: the Third Dimension, held in
Cozumel, Mexico, December 2 through December 7, 2001, to be published in PASP.  I should
be getting info any time on how to submit the paper (limit of 2 pages), editors, etc., but I suspect
it will need to be written in the next three weeks.

Ron Reynolds


